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INTRODUCTION

TOP QUALITY BRANDS & SERVICE
As an authorized dealer of Emergency Vehicle up-fit products, Major Police Supply 
provides state-of-the-art lighting and sound technology from manufacturers of 
leading products for the law enforcement market. Our team of experts is readily 
available to provide you with product demonstrations, comparisons, and equipment 
selections. Whether you are in need of a small product or are seeking quotes for a 
comprehensive fleet purchase, our knowledgeable staff is ready to assist you.

CONVENIENT INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS 
Major Police Supply conveniently provides installations and repairs at our in-house 
automotive facility. Our highly experienced staff of technicians has fulfilled all 
manufacturer-recommended training and is well prepared to keep your vehicles 
responding at peak efficiency.

Specializing in Response-Ready Vehicles
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WHO WE WORK WITH

Authorized Distributor
 For More Than 25 Industry-Preferred Manufacturers...

Lights 
and Sirens
Federal Signal
Target Tech
Ecco
Signal Vehicle
Code 3
Brookings

Laptops
Patrol PC

Personal Mobility
Segway

Push Bumpers
Patriot
Go Rhino
Setina
Federal Signal
Pro-Gard
Westin

Battery Savers
Charge Guard
AC/DC

Officer Protection
Aegis 360

Flashlights and
Spotlights
Maglight
Streamlight
Unity
Fire Research

Tire Deflation 
Systems
Stinger
Stop Stick

Consoles and Mounts
Kodiak
Jotto Desk
Troy
Gamber Johnson
Havis

Cabinet Systems
Pugs
Estes AWS

Prisoner Transport 
and Gun Racks
Patriot
Pro-Gard
Setina
Cruisers
Tufloc
Santa Cruz
Big Sky Racks
Brookings
AEDEC
Federal Signal
Estes AWS
Troy

47 North Dell Avenue, Kenvil, New Jersey 07847
Toll Free (800) 666-4472     Fax (973) 584-5022

FREE DEMO
Please call for a free demon-
stration of our fully equipped 
emergency vehicles. See for 
yourself how Major Police 
Supply earns its excellent 
reputation for professional 
ins tal lat ion of  s tate - of-
the-art emergency vehicle 
equipment.

ONE-STOP SHOP
Whether you need to upfit  
a single emergency vehicle 
or drop-ship an entire fleet 
of new police cars from 
your dealer, Major Police 
Supply is ready to install 
and ser vice all of your 
equipment, inside and out, 
bumper to bumper. 

CLOSE TO YOU
Our sales force covers the 
states from New York to 
Virginia with a full service 
installation shop in each 
location. Call our toll free 
number, 1-800-666-4472, to 
schedule an appointment, 
or for more information 
about service in your area.
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Vision SLR®

Redesigned from the inside out, experience the 
new Vision® SLR lightbar. The distinct non-linear 
shape and exclusive SLR (Solaris LED Rotator)  
provide a maximum of 360-degrees of light  
output not achieved by a linear lightbar. Vision SLR 
maximizes light output to help clear the roadway 
in critical traffic intersections. It is obvious as soon 
as you see the Vision SLR that it was engineered 
for safety.
 
Features
• Powerful Flood lighting feature provides  

significant tactical benefits
• “Jogging” capability
• LEDs offered in Blue, Red, Green, Amber, and 

White
• Top-dome colors are offered in Blue, Clear, 

Green, Amber, and Red
• Optional SignalMaster™ directional light
•  “Aerial view” feature improves ability to see 

vehicle from a helicopter
• Individual pod replacement for easy servicing
• Available in 46-, 53-, and 60-inch lengths
• Five-year warranty on LED components

LIGHTBARS
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Valor®

Driving technology that provides safe and reliable 
emergency warning for first responders. It is Federal 
Signal’s mission to engineer the most reliable and 
highest-performing products for emergency vehicle. 
For officers who rank safety as a top priority, the  
Valor Lightbar is the perfect solution. Engineered to  
outperform a typical linear lightbar, the distinct shape 
of the Valor™ light bar provides 360-degree visibility.
 
Features
• Low-profile, non-linear ”V-shape” provides 40% 

more light output at critical intersection angles 
than a typical low-profile, linear lightbar

• Combines effective warning with the tactical  
benefits of flood lighting capability, and can be 
activated as Left-Flood, Right-Flood or Full-Flood

• Integrated Vortex generators for increased fuel 
efficiency and reduced wind noise

• Optional LED HotFoot® mounting for LED alley and 
takedown lights

• Integrated SignalMaster™ directional capability
• Optional Quick-disconnect for easy service  

removal from vehicle
• Lightheads offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red  

or White
• Available in 44- and 51-inch lengths
• Only 2-inches tall (not including mounts)
• Five-year LED warranty

LIGHTBARS
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LIGHTBARS
Integrity® Lightbar
Integrity lightbar from Federal Signal is a distinct  
modern shaped linear lightbar with built-in multi-color 
LED technology. SpectraLux allows for a single light 
head to change color while in operation, providing 
360-degree of continuous light output from takedown 
and alleys to an impressive flood feature. Use its all 
white-flood light to locate a suspect or select an  
amber flash pattern to safely direct traffic.
 
Features
• Low-profile, linear-shaped LED lightbar
• Combines effective warning with the tactical  

benefits of flood lighting capability
• Integrated SignalMaster™ directional capability
• Optional HotFoot for takedown, alley and  

warning lights
• Available in 44- and 51-inch lengths
• LEDs offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red and White
• Can be serviced without removal from vehicle roof
• Five-year LED warranty
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Legend® Lightbar
Introducing a brilliant new way to improve safety -  
the Legend from Federal Signal. Featuring a popular, 
low-profile design for a stealthy appearance. The  
Legend provides 360-degree coverage and superior  
off-axis warning.

ROC Solid Construction
Patented ROC (Reliable Onboard Circuitry™) technology 
eliminates 85% of potential failure points in the lightbar 
— reducing repair costs and increasing the hours your 
vehicle stays on the road.

FS Convergence Network 
Easy to install and service, the FS Convergence Network 
provides “plug-n-play” installation of Federal Signal serial 
lightbars to 3- and 6-button controllers. Systems can be 
expanded and customized by incorporating the Relay 
Module which allows users the capability of controlling 
four different devices with one unit (up to 40 amps). This 
is ideal for users that would like to incorporate auxiliary 
lighting such as, but not limited to corner LEDs and  
wing lights.

Solaris - The Best and Brightest in Lighting Technology
Our patented Federal Signal Solaris design features 
the latest in LED reflector technology for a bright and 
intense off-axis light output.

6-Button Wireless Controller Option
The Legend lightbars can now be configured with 
the 6-button wireless controller option. This latest 
technology offers secure communication between the 
lightbar and the controller. The only wiring required  
for installation is simple power and ground to the 
controller and lightbar which saves valuable time and 
money on installation.

Features
• Low-profile, linear-shaped LED lightbar
• LEDs offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red and White
• Top covers offered in Amber, Blue, Clear and Red
• Integrated SignalMaster™ directional capability
• Legend can be serviced without removal from 

vehicle roof
• Available in 24-, 45-, 53-, 61-, and 70-inch lengths
• Five-year LED warranty

LIGHTBARS
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LIGHTBARS
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Legend® LPX
The low-profile LPX Series employs powerful LEDs in 
tandem with Federal Signal’s exclusive Solaris® reflector 
technology to supply 360-degree of coverage plus  
superior off-axis light output.
 
Features
• Low-profile, linear-shaped LED lightbar
• All-LED lightbar - LED alleys and LED takedowns 

available
• Built-in SignalMaster, front/rear cut-off, intersection 

warning and “dimming” functions
• LEDs offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red and White
• Top-domes offered in Amber, Blue, Clear and Red
• LPX can be serviced without removal from  

vehicle roof
• Same flash patterns, controller options and  

mounting option as standard Legend lightbars
• Available in 45-, 53-, 61- and 70-inch lengths
• Five-year LED warranty

Legend® LPX Discrete
Legend® LPX Discrete lightbars feature Federal Signal’s 
distinctive technologies—Solaris® LED reflector  
technology and ROC (Reliable Onboard Circuitry™)—at 
an economical price. The LPX Discrete lightbar has a  
traditional 9-conductor and is an all-LED lightbar that 
can be custom configured with features including  
stop/turn/tail, alley, takedown and work lights. The  
lightbar comes equipped with two flashing modes with 
(10) selectable patterns and the front and rear of the  
bar can be independently controlled.
 
Features
• Similar to standard LPX lightbars except the LPX  

Discrete models are not compatible with the FS  
Convergence Network and does not have  
SignalMaster™ functionality

• LEDs offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red and White
• Top domes offered in Amber, Blue, Clear and Red
• Available in 24-, 45-, 53-, 61- and 70-inch lengths
• Ships from University Park, IL
• Five-year LED warranty
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LED STICK LIGHTS
Latitude™ Series
The Latitude™ flashing light series offers the  
flexibility needed to complement any warning 
solution. Equipped with three-LEDs per position 
and Federal Signal’s Solaris® LED reflectors,  
the Latitude delivers an impressive optical  
performance for your vehicle. This warning light  
is available in 4-head, 6-head and 8-head  
models suitable for many vehicle application.  
Latitude flashing models are programmed with  
10 eye-catching flash patterns plus one test  
pattern. These flashing models are available in 
LED colors of Red, Blue, White and/or Amber.

Features
• Solaris® LED reflector technology
• ROC (Reliable Onboard Circuitry)™ technology
• Available in 4-head, 6-head, or 8-head models
• Three LEDs per position
• Interior and exterior mounting brackets
• Innovative co-extrusion, polycarbonate  

housing provides moisture resistance
• 10 flash patterns plus 1 test pattern
• Five-year warranty
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LED STICK LIGHTS
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CN SignalMaster™
Federal Signal’s SignalMaster™ provides advanced  
warning and directional lights specifically for first  
responders. Built with Federal Signal’s exclusive Solaris® 
LED reflector design for superior light intensity, the CN  
SignalMaster is available in four- and eight-head models, 
and is suitable for interior and exterior installation.
Features
• Solaris® LED assemblies for the highest optical  

efficiency
• Compatible with FS Convergence Network sirens  

— SmartSiren® Platinum
• A serial interface module is available for use with  

traditionally wired light controllers
• Available in 4-head or 8-head models
• Front facing models utilize wide angle reflectors /  

Rear facing models utilize narrow angle reflectors
• White LED options can be used as takedowns,  

work lights, or flood lighting
• Built-in SignalMaster for rear facing models
• Suitable for interior and exterior installation
• Five-year LED warranty
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INTERIOR MOUNT WARNING LIGHTS
SpectraLux® Viper®

 S2 and Viper®
 S2

The Federal Signal SpectraLux® Viper™ S2  and Viper™ 
S2 with superior light output and easy pattern  
synchronization advances lighting expectations to a 
higher plateau. Exceptional warning capability, multiple 
model configurations, versatile mounting and simple 
product functionality make the SpectraLux® Viper™ S2 
and Viper™ S2 stand out as the best internal warning 
light in the industry.

Features
• Advanced Solaris LED reflective light technology
• Stylish single-and-dual head models
• Functional push button synchronization and pattern 

control
• Choice of cigarette plug and synchronized models
• New/innovative built-in warning patterns
• Full variety of high intensity LED colors to  

choose from
• Versatile mounting brackets and snap-on flash 

guards included
• Extremely low amp draw
• Quietly meets EMI and RFI requirements

11
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Center-Focused SpectraLux™ ILS Low Pro�le
The new Federal Signal Center-Focused SpectraLux ILS Low Profile (SIFM model designation) utilizes 
all forward-facing Solaris reflectors that concentrate all the light output to the front of the vehicle. 
The forward-facing reflectors allow for the ILS shroud to be smaller and mount tighter to the headliner 
than the Advanced Off-Axis model.

Features
• Slim shrouds offer less windshield obstruction for increased officer safety
• Models available with FS Convergence network for “plug-n-play” installation and programming 
  or a discrete cable
• Available in Split-front models (8 reflector positions), Passenger Side Only (4 reflector positions), 
  and Driver Side Only (4 reflector positions)
• LED’s available in combinations of Amber, Blue, Green, Red, or White
• Vehicle-specific shrouds prevent flash-back and are available for most common police vehicle 
  applications
• Multi-vehicle kits offer flexibility for mounting in a large variety of vehicles
• Shroud top-covers hide PC boards creating a more stealth and finished look
• Manufactured in the U.S.A. at Federal Signal’s University Park, IL facility
• 5-year LED warranty

2.75”
4.0” 4.25” 5.25”

Reflector layout for Center-Focused - SIFM models* Reflector layout for Advanced Off-Axis - SIFZ models*

*Shrouds shown are for the Ford Interceptor Utility, size difference vary between vehicles.
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Vehicle Availability

Advanced Off-Axis (SIFZ):
• Ford Interceptor Utility
• Ford Interceptor Sedan
• Dodge Charger 2011+
• Chevrolet Tahoe 2015+
• Chevrolet Silverado 2015+
• Ford F-150 2015+
• Dodge Ram 2015+
• Multi-Vehicle Kit

Center Focused (SIFM):
• Ford Interceptor Utility
• Ford Interceptor Sedan
• Ford Fusion 2016+
• Dodge Charger 2011+
• Dodge Durango 2015+

Available First Quarter 2017:
• Chevrolet Tahoe
• Chevrolet Traverse
• Multi-Vehicle Kit

ILS Functions
• Left, Right, Full-Flood
• Front Cut-Off
• Takedowns (steady or flashing)
• Intersection Mode
• White Light Enable
• Cruise Mode
• Dim/Low Power Setting
• 26 Selectable Flash Patterns

Advanced Off-Axis (SIFZ) Center Focused (SIFM)

Chevrolet Tahoe

Dodge Charger

Ford Sedan

Ford Utility

INTERIOR MOUNT WARNING LIGHTS
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INTERIOR MOUNT/PERIMETER WARNING LIGHTS

Federal Signal’s Twist-n-Lock Corner LED systems feature 
a reliable low-profile lighthead that uses six high-powered 
LEDs to promote multi-directional illumination. The easy-
to-install assemblies are compatible with 2013-2016 Ford
Interceptor headlights and taillights with pre-drilled hole 
option 86T and are available as either single color or 
dual-color models. The pair of Twist-n-Lock Corner LEDs 
can be used as a single warning system or they can be 
synchronized for simultaneous or alternating flashing.

Features
• Six-LEDs per lighthead.
• Single-color and split-color models.
• Nineteen built-in selectable flash patterns.
• Compatible with Ford Interceptor pre-drilled hole option 86T.
• Three-year LED warranty.

Twist-n-Lock Corner LEDs

Federal Signal’s FSX visor light provides clear identification and temporary marking for undercover and 
unmarked vehicles. The FSX visor features twelve Blue LED warning lights featuring “POLICE” or “POLICIA” 
text. LEDs can be set to flash or “steady-burn.” The visor light incorporates a light-output dimming 
feature to avoid flashback inside the vehicle. FSX visor light just slides over the vehicle’s existing visor and 
plugs into the cigarette plug. When not in use, the user can disconnect the visor light from the cigarette 
plug using the detachable adapter and keep the sign hidden when the vehicle’s visor is folded. The visor 
light can also slide off of the visor and be kept inside the glove box.

Features
• “POLICE” and “POLICIA” models.
• LED lights can be set to flash or “steady-burn.”
• Provides high visibility and temporary vehicle marking.
• Slides over existing sun-visor and plugs into the cigarette plug.
• Easy removal and storage.
• Light output dimming control to avoid flashback.
• Detachable adapter allows the user to disconnect the 

FSX Visor Light
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EXTERIOR MOUNT/ PERIMETER LIGHTS
IMPAXX®

IMPAXX lightheads combine Solaris® reflector 
technology with the most advanced LEDs for the 
brightest, most efficient auxiliary, compact light 
available. IMPAXX can operate independently, 
synchronize with other IMPAXX, or synchronize with  
SpectraLux® Viper™ S2 or Viper® S2 products. IMPAXX 
lightheads are programmed with 24 built-in flash 
patterns. These patterns can be synchronized to flash 
in the same pattern, flash in a sliding progression or 
flash in opposite sequence of each other.

Features
• High output LEDs and Solaris® reflector technology.
• Compact size allows for a variety of mount locations.
• Advanced off-axis and center focused lenses 

available.
• Fully encapsulated weatherproof housing.
• Wide variety of synchronized patterns.
• Available in Red, Blue, White, Amber, and Green LEDs 

and lenses.
• Variety of mounting brackets available.
• Five-year LED Warranty
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EXTERIOR MOUNT/PERIMETER WARNING LIGHTS
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QuadraFlare®

These LED exterior lights are engineered to surpass 
NFPA and GSA Triple-K specifications for upper and 
lower level requirements. All models have built-in 
flashers, and the Split Light models have independent 
inputs for each half.
 
Features
• Solaris® LED reflector technology  
• Available with built-in flasher featuring a variety  

of selectable patterns 
• LEDs offered in Amber, Blue, Green, Red and 

White 
• Optional chrome-plated trim bezel available 
• Five-year LED warranty 

MicroPulse™
MicroPulse’s stealthy, low-profile design accommodates 
the full range of hood-, grille- and surface-mount 
applications. Built-in flash patterns enable multiple 
vehicle perimeter lights to be either synchronized in the 
same pattern or in opposite sequence.
 
Features
• Low profile for discreet mounting
• Models available for hood, grille, and surface mount 

applications
• Superior warning with high-power LEDs
• Solid and split-color models are available
• Single/multi-unit synchronization
• Multi-voltage input of 12-24 VDC
• Brackets available for multiple mounting options
• Three-year LED warranty

MicroPulse™ Ultra
• Superior warning with high-powered LEDs.
• Low-profile design offers wider range of mounting 

locations.
• 18 (MPS3U and MPS122OU), 23 (MPS6U and 

MPS62OU) or 25 (MPS12U) selectable flash patterns.
• Suitable for external and/or internal mounting 

applications.
• Includes black bezel and gasket, optional bezels 

available in Chrome or White.
• Single/multi-unit synchronization.
• Three-year LED warranty.
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EXTERIOR MOUNT/PERIMETER WARNING LIGHTS
MicroPulse™ Wide Angle
MicroPulse™ Wide Angle’s curve design and 9 powerful 
LEDs provide an impressive 180-degree light spread. These 
perimeter lights are ideal for mounting on push bumpers, 
rub rails, side mirrors and spoilers of first responder and 
work truck vehicles. MicroPulse Wide Angle models are 
available in Red, Blue, White and Amber.

Features
• Perfect for mounting on push bumpers, rub rails, side 

mirrors and spoilers
• Synchronizes with other MicroPulse products
• 12 flash patterns
• UV resistant polycarbonate lens
• Black bezel included; optional Chrome bezel is available
• Three-year LED warranty

Headlight and Taillight Flashers
Federal Signal offers a wide variety of Headlight and Taillight 
flashers made especially for Police and non-Police vehicle 
applications. Our flashers feature solid–state reliability  
and customized brackets for the unique Police vehicle  
applications for the Ford Police Interceptor Utility and  
Sedan, Chevy Tahoe and Dodge Charger. Flash patterns  
are selectable on all models with the exception of the  
Chevy Impala and Tahoe. Other features include: Plug-n-Play 
capability, Low Voltage Protection, Reverse Polarity  
Protection, High-beam deactivation, and Night-time cut-off.

Features
• Multiple flash patterns are selectable at installation
• Plug-n-play versions allow quick installation without  

interrupting the vehicle’s electrical system
• Flashers feature high beam deactivation and low voltage/

reverse polarity protection
• Custom mounting brackets simplify installation in  

specialized police vehicles
• Three-year LED warranty

Corner LED Systems
• Built-in (19) selectable flash patterns
• Multiple units can be synchronized and can flash 

simultaneously or alternately
• Reverse polarity protection
• Weatherproof and vibration resistant
• Maintenance-free
• Low-profile design
• ”Plug-and-play“ system
• Three-year LED warranty

416500 Corner LED
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PA640 Series
Advanced electronics are built into this affordable and 
compact siren package. PA640 sirens provide 100-watt output 
and meet Class A and SAE J1849 requirements for sound 
when paired with any Federal Signal high output speaker.    

SmartSiren®
 Platinum 

With the Federal Signal SmartSiren® Platinum, a 
programmable siren and light controller with a remote-mount 
control head, unmatched functionality is put right at your 
fingertips. An intuitively engineered remote control head puts 
at-a-glance command and control in your officer’s hands. A 
simple PC interface makes it easy to program one vehicle – 
or an entire fleet – from your laptop. Also, Federal Signal’s 
unique FS Convergence Network simplifies the lightbar 
installation with a plug-and-play connection to the controller 
and amplifier. The SmartSiren Platinum is available in three 
models, SSP3000B, SSP2000B, and SSP2000B-200 

PA300 Series
The PA300 siren delivers exceptional value and unmatched 
reliability. This siren can provide either 100- or 200-Watt 
output to meet or exceed SAE J1849 and Class A requirements 
for sound when paired with a high-power speaker.

650 Series Remote Siren
The innovative 650™ series siren allows for all sound and light 
functions to be enabled by rubberized push buttons located 
on the unit’s compact (4.5”L x 2”W x 1”H) and easy to use 
microphone control head.

The Rumbler introduces a revolutionary new concept to audible 
warning through its ability to interact with most 100/200-watt 
siren amplifiers and provide secondary, low frequency duplicate 
tones. Low frequency tones have the distinct advantage of 
penetrating solid materials allowing vehicle operators and 
nearby pedestrians to FEEL the sound waves.

Rumbler®

SIRENS
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SIRENS
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MS4000 Series 
MS4000 mini-sirens provide 100-watt output and meet Class 
A requirement when paired with speaker. The mini-siren can 
operate from any 12-volt negative ground vehicle electrical 
system. It is protected against failure models, including 
reversed polarity, by a fuse that can be replaced without 
tools. The MS4000 series comes with its own bracket and can 
be mounted virtually anywhere due to its compact size and 
lightweight construction. 

DynaMax® ES100
The DynaMax, ES100C, is a 100-Watt speaker designed to 
withstand the toughest conditions. The housing is molded 
from composite plastic — 30% glass-filled PET (polyethylene 
terephalate). This high-strength composite material provides 
good chemical resistance and maintains rigidity at high 
temperatures.

AS124
The AS124 speaker uses advanced housing material and field 
replaceable Neodymium drivers to provide an effective, high-
quality sound. The AS124 is an affordable 100-Watt speaker 
solution that does not compromise sound output.

TS100-N
The TS100-N advantage revolves around the speaker’s 
driver component. The element Neodymium, and magnetic 
materials are combined to create a speaker package that is 
powerful, compact and affordable. This low cost, compact 
design provides for added mounting location flexibility. 

BP Series
The dual diverging manifold design of the BP100 and BP200 
projects sound more uniformly than conventional speakers. 
This means more sound projection to both sides, as well as to 
the front of the vehicle. 
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MESSAGE BOARD
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LED Message Board
Federal Signal’s New LED Message Board 
allows drivers to quickly communicate critical 
emergency messages to motorists from the 
safety of their vehicle. Just like a patrol car 
lightbar, this variable message board can 
be activated, both, while the vehicle is in 
motion or parked at the scene. Officers can 
communicate with moving traffic to alert 
drivers to watch out and move aside for 
emergency vehicles, and then tell the public 
what they need to know at the scene. 

Features: 
• High powered LEDs that clear the streets 

and reserve parking for emergency          
vehicles

• Officers can use pre-programmed       
messages or configure their own
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IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
AirEL Illuminated / Thermal
Identification System
Be Seen. Be Powerful.  
The AIREL Illuminated Thermal Identification System 
incorporates one of a kind technology that provides 
vehicles with an illumination on the vehicle which can 
easily be identified from the air. It is made from an 
electroluminescent material that provides years of 
illumination and identification. It is a game changer  
in the public safety arena. 
Features
• Instant visual identification
• Energy efficient
• Flashing capabilities
• Night vision compatible
• Weather/water proof
• No radio interference
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AREA LIGHTING
Commander™ Series
Commander Series provides the widest light pattern for improved work 
area visibility as well as illuminating objects at a further distance. Models 
are available in a low profile LED surface mount or recess mount to 
contour the shape of your vehicle. 
Portable models can be moved to illuminate an emergency scene with the 
use of a rubber-molded handle. A variety of mount options are available.

Features
• Advanced lens and arrangement of LEDs generate a uniform flood and 

spot combination
• Instant-ON at full intensity
• Slim lamp head profile contours to the emergency vehicle
• Surface, Portable, Brow, Telescoping Pole and Tri-pod models
 

Commander™ Series Work Lights
Work lights are built to go the distance, enduring the toughest           
conditions that a work truck can dish out. Ideal for tractors, 
tow and recovery, off-road, and personal vehicles, these 
area lights are made of a heavy-duty powder coated die cast 
aluminum and vibration resistant construction.

Includes a stainless steel hardware kit and u-bracket allowing 
the user to adjust the work light horizontally and vertically to 
aim light wherever it is needed.

Features
• High-powered LED work light 
• Effective flood light solution 
• Adjustable vertical and horizontal mounts 
• Vibration resistant construction 
• Round and square versions 
• Stainless steel hardware kit and u-bracket included 
• 12/24 VDC 
• Three-year LED warranty

COM 750-SQ COM 750-RND

COM 1200-SQ COM 1200-RND
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LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION
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Vigilant Solutions Fixed LPR
Vigilant’s Fixed LPR provides an integrated fixed camera 
offering to law enforcement for strategic monitoring and 
intelligence gathering around a city, region or critical 
infrastructure location

The System features a compact dual-lens (infrared and 
color) LPR camera engineered for extreme conditions. 
The camera recognizes license plates in the camera’s 
field of view, matches against various agency hotlists, and 
notifies law enforcement of matches. The system can also 
stream live video to a separate location such as a video 
management system or DVR

Vigilant Solutions Mobile LPR
Vigilant’s Fixed LPR provides an integrated fixed camera 
offering to law enforcement for strategic monitoring and 
intelligence gathering around a city, region or critical 
infrastructure location

The System features up to four IP67-rated, low-profile 
LPR / ANPR dual-lens (infrared and color) cameras with 
integrated processors (also available in a more compact 
camera with separate trunk-mounted processor). Vigilant 
Mobile LPR recognizes license plates in the camera’s field of 
view, matches against various hotlists, and alerts the officer 
on the vehicle’s Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) or laptop.
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LICENSE PLATE READERS
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3M™ Fixed ALPR
3M™ Fixed ALPR Camera Systems provide an array of 
cameras designed to fit the needs of many applications. 
Each are highly configurable and provide coverage of a full 
lane of traffic with up to two concurrent vehicles in the field 
of view.

The High Resolution ALPR Camera was designed to cover 
2 adjacent lanes of traffic for reading multiple plates in 
the same field of view while still producing high-resolution 
images of each license plate. It is fully web-enabled and 
IP- addressable while still maintaining a water-tight housing 
perfect for use in a wide array of operating environments

3M™ Mobile ALPR
The 3M™ Mobile ALPR Camera is a dual camera that 
incorporates infrared illumination for effective license plate 
imaging and a color camera to provide a vehicle overview 
image. Using a proprietary technique, known internally as
“Triple-flash” technology, this covert camera can effectively 
suppress ambient light such as headlights and bright 
sunlight. This helps to reduce the image quality differences 
caused by plate-to-plate quality variations. 3M™ Mobile 
ALPR Cameras are available in multiple calibrations. In 
conjunction with the placement on the vehicle, these 
cameras are designed to meet the specific needs of almost 
any agency.
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PAGIS® 
Police ALPR Graphical Interface
PAGIS® is a patrol car based license plate recognition 
system. The award winning 3M™ PAGIS® software checks 
license plates against a database for driver’s unpaid debt 
status. By using a system of up to four dual-lens P362 
cameras mounted on a vehicle’s lightbar, the system scans 
the surrounding area for license plates, then captures 
color images of each vehicle, as well as an infrared image 
of the plate. It’s then converted into a text file that is then 
checked against onboard databases of interest stored in 
the SupeRex processor. In the event of a “hit”, an audible 
and visual alert notifies the officer. 
Features
• Accurate plate recognition for vehicles moving up to 

160 mph 
• Immediate user alert of any “hit” against a database
• Data encryption eliminates evidence tampering
• New data can be manually entered for immediate use

BOSS®

Back Office System Software
BOSS® enables users to organize and archive vast amounts 
of data generated by both mobile and fixed units. BOSS® 
stores all captured license plate data in a central location 
to support data analysis, data queries, and reporting to 
assist law enforcement investigations.  It is also capable 
of mapping all locations associated to a particular plate in 
order to track movement.

LICENSE PLATE READERS
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REVERSE CAMERAS
Reverse Camera / Monitor Systems
• All cameras are high-resolution, color Sony® CCD 

cameras             
• TFT-LCD color monitors available in 5.6” or 7.0”  
• Most cameras equipped with automatic day/night 

sensor and infrared LEDs for night vision              
• Park assist lines in monitor           
• Wide operating temperature range for all cameras: 

-22°F to 149°F              
• Multi-voltage capability (12/24VDC)         

Mobile Camera System Kit

CAMSET56-NTSC-2     5.6” Monitor with two camera inputs, (1) standard rear-view black cam-
era, and (1) 65.5-ft camera-to-monitor extension cable     

Model # Description

CAMSET70-NTSC4B     7.0” Monitor with four camera inputs, intelligent split screen capability, 
(1) standard rear-view black camera, and (1) 65.5-ft camera-to-monitor 
extension cable
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Mobile Camera System Kit

Modular Systems
The heavy gauge steel laptop mount has a 90º wing turn 
closure latch that allows quick computer insertion and 
removal. Curved hold-down clips make height adjustment 
easy while front and rear retainers secure your laptop.  

Universal Laptop Mount
This new convenient laptop mount reaches over the lap of 
the operator and can be used in front of the dash console or 
between the dashboard and console.   

Monitor Mount System
The monitor mount system utilizes interchangeable parts to 
mount your monitor and keyboard to any vehicle, without 
permanent modification. Your monitor will conveniently tilt 
and swivel for optimal viewing angles for both driver and 
passenger. Designed to fit Motorola, L3, Data 911, Amrel, 
Dell, Panasonic, and more, this system is an excellent 
space saving solution that allows you to mount additional 
equipment in a console.    

Sidewinder Package
The Sidewinder is the ideal mounting solution for vehicles with 
center consoles. Includes a non-obtrusive tube-telescoping 
pedestal that raises and lowers the mount to the optimal 
height, and a motion device that rotates, swivels, and tilts 
laptop.

Call for Availability and part numbers for:
• Ford Interceptor Sedan
• Ford Interceptor Utility 
• Chevy Caprice

• Chevy Impala 
• Chevy Tahoe
• Ford Expedition

COMPUTER MOUNTS
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JOTTO DESK
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JOTTO DESK
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Integrated Control System
Progressive In-vehicle Technology
The Integrated Control System combines cutting-edge,
on-board technology, the convenience of touch control, 
and increased space to provide police officers with 
a comfortable, safe and connected solution in their 
cockpit. This customizable system also creates a more 
efficient work environment.

Innovative Accessories
Enhance Your Mobile Office
Bundle additional products to add even more 
functionality to mobile office keyboards, power 
supplies, screen blanking solutions, enhanced 
protection plans, laptop lighting, screen holders,
a USB/Ethernet communications hub, other cables
and harnesses.

Touch Screen Display
New Freedom of Mobility
Allows convenient access to device settings, with two 
integrated speakers, volume & brightness adjustments, 
USB port, and power button that can black out screen
for privacy or to prevent driver distraction.  Features
anti-glare screen and red monochrome night mode, 
designed to minimize eyestrain.

Computing Solutions
Laptop & Tablet Docking  •  Peripheral Mounts
Havis’ wide range of computing and mounting
solutions and peripheral accessories are a perfect fit for
any agency using their vehicle as a mobile workstation.
We offer the industry’s most reliable platform for
connecting peripherals, which will greatly improve
productivity.

Prisoner Transport
Inserts & Accessories  •  Partitions & Door Panels
Havis builds outstanding prisoner transport systems
for standard and extended Ford, Chevrolet, Ram, Nissan
NV and Sprinter vans. We offer single, double and triple
compartment inserts, which allow you to securely
transport up to 12 passengers. Complete your solution
with our wide array of accessories.

K9 Transport
Vehicle Inserts  •  K9 Accessories
We design vehicle inserts for officers and their canine
partners with safety, comfort, visibility and space in
mind. Our award winning inserts are available for
sedans and UVs, and offer large side openings for
improved K9 entry and exit as well as easier access for
cleaning.

Mounting Solutions
Vehicle Specific Consoles  •  Motion Devices
Havis consoles and mounting bases are ergonomically
designed to make your equipment easy to see, reach
and operate while creating additional space and
comfort. Our vehicle specific systems provide the
strongest mounting solutions for valuable computing
and radio equipment.

Trunk Mounting
Equipment Trays  •  Utility Storage Boxes
With the right trunk mount, you can optimize storage
space and provide a clean, safe and secure mounting
surface for expensive radio and communications
equipment. Havis offers different configurations to
best suit your needs for trunk space and equipment
mounting.

HAVIS
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anti-glare screen and red monochrome night mode, 
designed to minimize eyestrain.
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Havis’ wide range of computing and mounting
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any agency using their vehicle as a mobile workstation.
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Havis builds outstanding prisoner transport systems
for standard and extended Ford, Chevrolet, Ram, Nissan
NV and Sprinter vans. We offer single, double and triple
compartment inserts, which allow you to securely
transport up to 12 passengers. Complete your solution
with our wide array of accessories.

K9 Transport
Vehicle Inserts  •  K9 Accessories
We design vehicle inserts for officers and their canine
partners with safety, comfort, visibility and space in
mind. Our award winning inserts are available for
sedans and UVs, and offer large side openings for
improved K9 entry and exit as well as easier access for
cleaning.

Mounting Solutions
Vehicle Specific Consoles  •  Motion Devices
Havis consoles and mounting bases are ergonomically
designed to make your equipment easy to see, reach
and operate while creating additional space and
comfort. Our vehicle specific systems provide the
strongest mounting solutions for valuable computing
and radio equipment.

Trunk Mounting
Equipment Trays  •  Utility Storage Boxes
With the right trunk mount, you can optimize storage
space and provide a clean, safe and secure mounting
surface for expensive radio and communications
equipment. Havis offers different configurations to
best suit your needs for trunk space and equipment
mounting.

HAVIS
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PBX Series l Push Bumpers

Federal Signal’s Prisoner Transport System Products
Federal Signal’s PT Series product line offers a reliable and practical solution for transporting prisoners. It includes 
polymer seats with officer safety belts, SUV rear partitions, floor pans, window guards, door panels, and electronics 
fold down cover. The prisoner transport systems are made specifically to fit the Ford Interceptor Utility, Ford Interceptor 
Sedan, Chevy Tahoe and Dodge Charger.

Thermoplastic Polyolefins (TPO) Polymer Seats
All seats are designed using the geometry and CAD specifications provided by the automotive manufacturers. The precise 
fit of the seats keeps prisoners from hiding contraband in any cracks or crevices and provides for easy cleanup. During 
production the polymer seat surface is coated with an anti-microbial which cuts down on odor and promotes a healthier 
environment in the mobile office. The contoured seat system maximizes vehicle space to accommodate prisoners up 
to 6'4" and 300 lbs and makes loading and unloading prisoners easier for officers in the field. All seats are compatible 
to work with the Officer Safety belts or factory seat belts. TPO polymer seats for SUVs include a rear partition, available 
in metal or polycarbonate, which is easy to install and separates the back seat from the cargo area.

Features
• Easy installation
• Easy biohazard cleanup
• Systems are vehicle specific
• Made from the most durable material to avoid cracks and breakage
• Maximized vehicle space
• Metal and polycarbonate options for rear partitions and window guards
• Five-year warranty
• Does not interfere with SRS airbag system.
• E-coated / Black powder coat for bumpers, top channels, PIT bars 
   and wing wraps.
• Mount kit and hardware included.
• PBX Series products ship from Federal Signal Anaheim, CA location.
• Three-year warranty.

The Federal Signal PBX Series is designed with maximum safety in mind, and it offers customization for your specific needs 
while providing the best strength, durability, and protection. All components of the series are manufactured with heavy
duty HRPO steel and engineered to provide extra protection to the grille, front end, and police officer.

Features
• Quick and easy installation.
• Center cross plate and uprights are pre-drilled for mounting 
   extra lights and speakers.
• Pre-drilled uprights for adding PIT bars.
• Heavy duty 4 gauge steel uprights.
• 14-Gauge steel top channels.
• 7 gauge HRPO Steel PIT bars.
• 3 top-channel options.
• Includes black stainless steel hardware used on all visible 
   fasteners.
• Available for the Ford Police Interceptor Sedan, Ford Police 
  Interceptor Utility, Ford F-150, Dodge Charger Pursuit, and 
  Chevy Tahoe.
• Does not interfere with SRS airbag system.
• E-coated / Black powder coat for bumpers, top channels, 
  PIT bars and wing wraps.
• Mount kit and hardware included.
• PBX Series products ship from Federal Signal Anaheim, CA location.
• Three-year warranty.

Push Bumper, Top Channel, PIT Bar and Wing Wrap shown installed 
on a Dodge Charger

PRISONER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
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* For Public Safety & Military Use Only * U.S. & International Patents PendingAegis Controls   877-51-Aegis (23447)   info@aegiscontrols.net

800.666.4472

salesmajor@
majorpolicesupply.com

majorpolicesupply.com

Authorized Distributor
• Nexus™ 24ghz microwave 
  radar doppler
• 4 sensor kit (optional sensors  
  can be added - no maximum)
• Dash mounted LED indicators 
  with audible alarm
• • 360 degree vehicle coverage 
  (up to 25ft.)

• Activate lights/siren upon proximity
  (optional)
• Activate OEM reverse camera 
  while system is active
• Quick connect harness for ease
  of installation
• • Deactivate left or right side Nexus™
  sensors independently

FEATURES
Nexus™ Sensor Nexus™ Sensor

Nexus™ Sensor Nexus™ Sensor

Nexus™ Sensor 
Assembly

“PROTECTING THOSE
WHO PROTECT US”

AEGIS 360
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ESTES AWS

Protecting Law Enforcement     Protecting Communities

RAPID  
ACCESS  

WEAPON 
LOCKER

REQUEST PRICING OR A DEMO UNIT 
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT* 

Rapid access through remote entry and patented automated opening technology

Secure, tamper-proof, 14 gauge galvannealed steel construction

Universal design for easy installation in a variety of police vehicles

Made in USA    317.995.9742    470 South Mitthoeffer Rd.    Indianapolis, IN 46229    estesAWS.com
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PUGS CABINET SYSTEMS

• Weapons Lockers
• Drawer Units
• Command Cabinets
• Slide-Out Systems
• In-Cab Systems
• Trunk Cabinet Systems
• Custom Vehicle Consoles
• Custom Cabinets

PUGS CABINET SYSTEMS

www.pugscabinets.com
ask@pugscabinets.com
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SERVICES
Major Police Graphics Division
Complete Turn-Key Solution 
With in-house custom graphics, Major Police Supply offers fleet 
managers total turn-key service. Professionally applied vinyl 
striping and decals complete the final step in transforming 
factory direct auto deliveries into official road ready official 
government emergency vehicles.
• Graphics can be designed from your new creative concept or 

reproduced per your current specifications to replicate your 
department’s art.

• You can choose from a wide range of 3M™ reflective,  
non-reflective, and thermal printed vinyls – ensuring design 
consistency during fleet expansion. 

Professional Emergency Vehicle
Striping and Decals
We Use Only Durable, Weather-Resistant Printed Vinyls
Major Police Supply uses only high-performance, automotive-
grade, vinyl that withstands outdoor elements and will not 
fade or peel. All department graphics are precision cut and 
expertly applied onto auto exteriors. Despite the demanding 
environments of our police customers, their vehicle striping 
stays crisp and clear, year after year.  
• Your emergency vehicles are immediately and clearly 

distinguishable as they approach and pass at high speeds
• Provider of vehicle graphics, commercial graphics, decals, 

signs, and more throughout the northeast
• Many department-specific graphics are already on-file and 

ready to be applied to your vehicle
• Customized fleet-matching solutions for unique first 

responder and service vehicles  
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SERVICES

Major Police Installations
Specializing in safe, fast, and economical installations!

Guaranteed clean installations that look and 
act just like factory OEMS. 
Quality control is paramount at the Major shops, 
approximately 20 percent of our install work is devot-
ed to re-wiring poorly installed equipment from other 
shops. No vehicle leaves our shops without a thorough 
final inspection since we know the value of a clean and 
dependable install.
• All wiring is loomed to protect wires and  

prevent chaffing
• Equipment controllers are strategically  

placed for ease-of-use
• Lighting is installed in unobstructed driving 

views and/or for undercover concealment
• Every car is cleaned and vacuumed before  

leaving the shop 

Emergency equipment specialist solely 
dedicated to outfitting fleet vehicles.
MPS is dedicated exclusively to outfitting and 
servicing emergency vehicles. You can expect 
high standards of quality when it comes to 
our installations and emergency product 
knowledge. We work closely with both the 
auto manufacturers and equipment vendors 
to ensure best practices in choosing the right 
part options for your vehicle and departmental 
needs. We also follow manufacturer 
recommended installation procedures. 

Drop-ship convenience from Ford, Chevy, 
and Dodge
Your new fleet can be drop-shipped to Major,  
to arrive at your department fully equipped.  
Major offers a turn-key solution for emergency 
models such as Ford Police Interceptors, 
Chevrolet Tahoes, and Dodge Chargers, by special 
arrangement with leading auto manufacturers.
• Receive the complete proposal including  

vehicle, equipment, installation, and  
delivery – all in one single bid!

• One purchase order can include all new  
vehicle costs.

• You make the decision, we do the rest,  
including shipping arrangements, parts  
acquisition and quality control
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SERVICES
Radio Division
When your success depends on a cohesive 
workforce, and instant interaction is critical, 
Spectrum Communications empowers your 
people with rapid, reliable, communication 
systems. Spectrum Communications is an 
authorized communications dealer specializing 
in sales and service of two-way radio systems, 
including mobile radios, portable radios, 
pagers, base station radios, and dispatch 
equipment. Their custom systems provide total 
communication for corporate and commercial 
environments, as well as, emergency and 
public-safety work forces.

Custom Cabinetry
Pugs Cabinet Systems is a division of Major 
Automotive Installations which operates out 
of a 17,500 square foot facility in Kenvil, New 
Jersey. Pugs Cabinet Systems has been in 
the business of manufacturing emergency 
response and utility cabinetry for 10 years. 
Over this period of time we developed a 
specific manufacturing process to deliver the 
highest quality cabinets available.
 
Pugs Cabinet Systems has an extensive library 
of standard cabinets already designed and 
in service within the emergency response 
industry. We also specialize in custom “one 
off” cabinetry to meet specific applications. 
Whether you are a high profile official or a 
volunteer, we approach each project with the 
same goal, to provide you the highest quality 
product and service.

Window Tinting
Major Police Supply offers professional window 
tinting with optical grade film installations.  
Professional window tinting helps reduce the 
glare on your MDT’s, create covert weapons 
storage, provides officer safety and defense, 
witness anonymity, prisoner concealment, 
heat/uv reduction, increased glass strength, 
mask rear radar equipment, and K-9 cooling 
system efficiency.  
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SERVICES
Armoring/Ballistic Protection
Armoring and Ballistic Protection Systems are available for  
police protection without having to make a vehicle modification. 
These products are designed for a high level of bullet resistance 
with easy installation. Systems are available that can be installed 
within the interior of the vehicle door panels or attached to  
the vehicle’s exterior and fit into existing vehicle window 
openings. Major Police Supply’s Sales Team will help you find 
the Armoring and Ballistic Protection System to meet your 
department’s needs.
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SEGWAY® SE-3 PATROLLER
The SE-3 Patroller is an ideal match for missions that 
require a large yet versatile vehicle, with a command 
presence, or for a patrol that requires an officer to 
frequently mount and dismount the vehicle.

FE ATURES & BENEFITS

 » Visibility – Improve an 
officer’s ability to oversee 
a large area and be more 
easily seen

 » Force Multiplier – Convey 
a more visible, larger and 
stronger police presence

 » Unlimited Range* –  
Charge anywhere for 
unlimited range

 » Top Speed** – Reach a top 
speed of up to 15 mph 

Rear Wheel Drive
Independent rear-wheel drive 
for enhanced terrain capability

Integrated  
Lighting System
Red/Blue or Amber 
Whelen® alert lights 
on all sides

Full Color Display

Monitor speed, battery 
life and distance

*Using Segway’s hot-swappable batteries and charge anywhere technology the SE-3 has unlimited range potential. 
**Top speed can be set to 8, 10, 12.5 or 15 mph (13, 16, 20, or 24 km/h)

SE-3 Specifications

Payload
400 lbs.

158.7 kg

Range Unlimited*

Speed
15 mph**

24 km/h

Segway® and the Segway “flyguy” logo are registered trademarks of Segway Inc. (”Segway”). Segway reserves all rights in its trademarks. Copyright © 2017 Segway Inc.
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The Segway SE Patroller was designed with the specific input of 
experienced law enforcement and security professionals. Their 
recommendations for visibility, usability, comfort and lighting 
features were integrated to optimize the patrol experience and 
ensure the SE Patroller remains the world’s #1 transportation 
solution for the public safety market. 

Upper Reflective Shield
Provides location for department insignia

Lower Reflective Shield
Available in reflective white or 

optic yellow with customizable 
“POICE” or “SECURITY” lettering 

available in multi-languages

Integrated Lighting System
Red/blue or amber/white color options

Cargo Frames
Used to mount 
cases and optional 
accessories

Patroller Bag

With battery storage, water bottle 
holder and key chain clip

Patrol Anywhere

Available x2 SE Patroller with  
all-terrain tires

PT PATROLLER 

Segway® and the Segway “flyguy” logo are registered trademarks of Segway Inc. (”Segway”). Other marks, including 
InfoKey and LeanSteer, are trademarks or common law marks of Segway. Segway reserves all rights in its trademarks. 
Trademarks not owned by Segway are the property of their respective holders as designated. Copyright© 2014. 
Segway Inc. All rights reserved.

Segway Inc. | 14 Technology Drive | Bedford, NH 03110 | 866-4SEGWAY
www.segway.com

*Actual range depends on payload, riding style, and terrain
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MISCELLANEOUS
Cyalume Instant Light Bars
The Safe, Easy-To-Use Flare  Alternative
Cyalume’s 10” SnapLights offer 360 degrees of illumination. They 
come with bipod stands and are visible up to one mile.  SnapLights 
are maintenance free, non-toxic, non-flammable, and waterproof.  
Packaged in box of 40.
39-27049: Two-hour Green
39-27030: Two-hour Yellow
39-27047: Two-hour Red

Orange Safety Cones
Attention Grabbing Traffic Controllers
Brilliant fluorescent orange with 6” reflective stripes, injection molded 
traffic cones with patented interlocking design and black PVC bases. 
They stack easily and bounce back from impact. UV inhibitors resist 
fading. Cleated black bases grip the road, while wide body design 
ensures stability. 28” high. 

Personal Safety Vest
Identifies & Protects Emergency Crews
These 100% polyester safety vests feature open weave mesh panels 
and individual chest pockets. Bright fluorescent yellow vests have 
large vertical and horizontal reflective stripes on the front and back, 
to ensure on-duty personnel are highly visible day or night. Sizes 
Med-4XL.
Orange - short sleeve    P/n: RSV033
Orange - no sleeve     P/n: RSV003
Yellow - short sleeve   P/n: RSV033
Yellow- no sleeve    P/n: RSV003

Barricade Tape
Informs & Directs Crowds 
Durable, weather and tear resistant Barricade Tape marks danger, 
off-limit or hazardous areas and provides special instructions at 
emergency scenes. Re-usable polyethylene tape rolls are printed 
in bold back letters against bright warning yellow for long distance 
legibility. Messages are available for the application you need, choose 
from:
Fire Line Do Not Cross    P/n: B31022Y15
Reflective Caution    P/n: R31022Y16
Police Line Do Not Cross   P/n: B31022Y11
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BCT8
With 800 MHz Trunking
The BCT8 has 250 user-programmable memories that let you quickly 
store frequencies for rapid recall. Frequency coverage includes the 
“action” bands where you can hear police, ambulance, fire, amateur 
radio and more.
BCD966T: Mobile trunking scanner with GPS

Red Highway Warning Flags
Warn Pedestrians & Vehicles
Red jersey fray-resistant flag material sewn to welting. Flag rotates 
freely on staff for highest visibility, and easy replacement. Provides 
quick, easy-to-see hazard warning on vehicles. 18” x 18”.

500 Alpha Bearcat®

Uniden Handheld
Compact Bearcat® Handheld Scanner has 500 alpha tagged channels 
and civilian and military airbands. The Close Call® RF Capture instantly 
tunes to signals from nearby transmitters, and the Do Not Disturb 
Mode prevents close call checks during a transmission.
BC125AT: Handheld Uniden Bearcat

Visulite Safety ID Panel 
Increases Safety Factor During Nighttime
Visualite ID panels illuminate vehicle ID where traditional reflective 
materials may not be visible. The ID panels increase the vehicle’s 
safety factor during nighttime operations, when lighting is most 
needed. When responding to a multi-department incident, the 
Visualite ID panel allows the on-scene incident commander to quickly 
identify each approaching apparatus for proper deployment.  This 
ultra thin, 0.9”, bendable ID will fit to the contour of any window.  

LifeHammer®

Gift for Life
The auto escape hammer easily shatters tempered glass windows and 
the guarded blade cuts through jammed seatbelts. For over 30 years the 
LifeHammer has been the No. 1 rated personal safety hammer, used by 
safety conscious consumers who want the peace of mind knowing that in 
an emergency they could escape a burning or sinking car. 
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Unity Eye Beam™
The supplemental audible warning system alerts the 
officer of movement near the driver’s side of the vehicle.

Unity HID Spotlight
With 600,000 candela , the 340 series of Unity HID High 
Intensity Discharge Spotlights can virtually turn night 
into day! Due to its 350 degrees of horizontal rotation 
and up to 120 degrees of vertical adjustment, color 
rendition is truer and closer to that in natural daylights

TLR-3® Tactical Light
Aims 4100 candela directly at target. Less than three 
inches long and attaches easily to weapon.

Compact Strion®

Rechargeable, ultra-compact and powerful with 
multi-function push-button tactical tail switch. 

Fire Vulcan®

In addition to its high intensity halogen lamp, it has 
two powerful, ultra bright LED taillights.

Maglight Flashlights
Chosen by professionals worldwide, these precision 
machined high-strength aluminum flashlights are 
anodized inside and out. High-intensity adjustable 
spot-to-flood beam with a twist of the wrist. 

Opticom™
The compact encoded signal device separates precisely 
timed pulses of high intensity light from the lightbar to 
traffic signals to cause activation. Traffic signals turn 
green providing emergency vehicles with the right-
of-way through intersections. The emitter carries the 
vehicle class and ID number information emergency 
vehicle security.
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Kenvil, New Jersey
47 N Dell Avenue 
Kenvil, NJ 07847

Lakewood, New Jersey
Lakewood Business Park
644 Cross Street Unit #3 
Lakewood, NJ 08701

Laurel, Maryland
7806 Braygreen Road 
Laurel, MD 20707

Fredericksburg, Virginia
5113 Commonwealth Drive 
Fredericksburg, VA 22407
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